
Slough Business Community Partnership  
Slough Business Community Partnership (SBCP) works with local businesses
to help them develop their Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy
and find ways to support the local community in Slough.

Annual Review 2014
Best year yet

Message from the President
Slough Business Community Partnership is a unique organisation and 
I am delighted to be able to champion the organisation and the positive 
impact it delivers in the community. It is important business develops a 
relationship with the community in which it operates and this positive 
engagement should be acknowledged and celebrated and Slough 
Business Community Partnership provides this opportunity.

                                                 John Holland-Kaye, CEO Heathrow  
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Key Achievements in 2014
Our Members’ contributions to the Slough Community have been:
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Businesses have
helped through:
   • Exchanging their skills
   • Mentoring
   • Donating resources
   • Helping with painting and
      gardening and other
      support
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What the community has said about SBCP 

Thank you to our members for their contributions

Why do businesses join SBCP?

We greatly appreciate your 
helping hand and contribution 
for supporting us to achieve our 
aims to help the community, 
which would not have been 
possible without your back up.

Meet and Mingle

We have highly benefited by the 
efforts of SBCP and employee 
volunteers – thank you for the 
contribution that businesses have 
made. 

Slough Senior Citizens

Working in partnership with SBCP has exceeded all expectations, as they have made working in the 
community much easier and far more accessible, exposing many and varied opportunities where we 
can help out, creating many new and long-lasting relationships. Our colleagues have been able to get 
out in the community sharing their skills, experience and knowledge making a real and meaningful 
difference to the surrounding community. The knock on effect has been tremendous with many of our 
colleagues wanting to follow up and offer continued support to many of the community projects.

British Airways 

We support SBCP because of its unique ability 
to bring together businesses of all sizes and the 
local community for their mutual benefit and to 
improve the lives of local people. 

Slough Borough Council

Anyone with a passion for supporting the Slough 
Community should get involved. You will have 
the support of a talented team at SBCP.

SEGRO

I cannot tell you how invaluable 
this help is, volunteer teams 
make a huge difference. 

The Animal Sanctuary 


